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Inspection Report cum Scrutiny comments on the Review Mining Plan for Paraswani 

Limestone Mine over an extent of 997.355 Hectors in Hirmi, Paraswani, bardih, 

phunderdih, saklore Village, Simga, Tehsil, Baloda Bazar District of M/S Ultratech 

Cement Ltd inspected by shri Rajesh Kumar Das, SrACOM & Shri R.N.Mishra, SMG 

dated 06.10.2017 
1. At a glance informat ion before introduction at start of document in fo llowing format may be given  

 MINING PLAN/REVIEW OF MINING PLAN AT A GLANCE 

1 Name of the Applicant /lessee   

2 IBM Registration no  

3 Address of Applicant   

4 Name of Mine  

5 Mine code   

6 Lease area in hects. Forest - Non forest - Total = 

7 Forest Diverted area   

8 Name of Mineral   

9 Lease period from         to   

10 Mineral Reserve (111& 112)  

11 Mineral Resources   

12 Production proposal (2018-19)  

13 Production proposal (2019-20)  

14 Production proposal  (2020-21)  

15 Production proposal  (2021-22)  

16 Production proposal (2022-23)  

17 Existing/valid  EC permission 
in tonnes 

 

18 Plantation  proposal per years 

in numbers   

 

19 Plantation  proposal per years 
in area    

 

20 Back filling proposal  in ha   

21 Bank Guarantee Amount   

22 Validity of BG   

23 Prohibitory order from any 

authority  

 

24 Any other important 
information 

 

 
2. Mine code has to be furnished on cover page. 

3. In the document the rule under MCDR, 1988 should be replaced by MCDR, 2017. In content 

page Sr. No. 14 it is mentioned PMCP under Rule 23 of MCDR’1988. The correction to be 

done. 

4. In content Page Sr.No. 15A it is mentioned certificate from RQP. As per new rule there is no 

provision of RQP therefore the same may be corrected. 

5. General: In the given Para the name of the Nominated owner with address, phone no.,fax,e-

mail id should be furnished and supporting document for address proof also to be enclosed. 

6. Para 3.10 the desired information in the text is not furnished. 

7. No. of leases held, state-wise, with in the state, by the applicant, has to be mention in the prescribed 

format is given below: 

Sl. 
No

. 

Lease 
reference 

No.  
& Date 

Area Postal 
address 

& 
location 

Type of 
Minerals 

Working/ 
Non-

Working 

Status of 
approval 

of MP 

Date of 
execution 

& Date of 
expiry 

Remarks 
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8. Review of Earlier Approved proposal: The review of earlier approved document should be 

furnished year wise (exploration, topsoil, subgrade, etc.) and if there is any deviation the 

same should be discussed in remarks column. During scrutiny of annual returns it was 

observed that the quantity of overburden generation furnished yearwise is different from 

information furnished in annual returns. The same should be clarified and accordingly 

correction to be done. 

9. In review Para for subgrade it is mentioned that 81460 tonnes of subgrade is generated and 

also used. It is not specifically mentioned that it is produced in one year or five year and it is 

used than why it is mentioned as subgrade. The correction to be done. 

10. Para 5.0 Review of Earlier approved proposal: (page no-12) Earlier Proposed three bore holes 

Form - J (as per MCDR 2017) has to be submitted. 

11. Geological Reserves: The reserves are not furnished according to proper UNFC codification 
thereby mentioning cut off grades and threshold values considered for the estimation.  For the 
purpose of ascertaining the UNFC code following procedure may be adopted – 
(i)Identify the category of your deposit as per UNFC guidelines (out of category I to IV) 
(ii)Classify status of exploration based upon the parameters furnished under the specified   
table for Geological Axis i.e. G1, G2, G3, G4 etc. and also mark it on relevant plan & 
sections. 
(iii)Now based on the stage of your study identify status of Feasibility Axis as per the 
relevant table i.e. F1, F2 or F3. 
(iv)Based on the information contained in Prefeasibility or Feasibility study, furnish the cost 
benefit analysis for Economic Viability i.e. E1, E2 or E3. 
(v)Combining EFG axis will give the relevant UNFC code for reserve and resources. 
(vi)Few vital parameters such as depth consideration, bulk density, recovery and geological 
axis have not been discussed in Para. 

12. In the given table in 111 category grade is mentioned CaO% 43.2% & Lsf 102 and in 

category 211 grade is mentioned CaO% 34-41.7% therefore it says that the mineral in the 

grade 34-41.7 % Cao is blocked reserves(resources) whereas the cutoff grade is CaO% 38%. 

The same should be clarified. 

13. Para 6 Geology and Exploration: Earlier Form- K (As per MCDR 1988) bore holes details 

need to be attached as an annexure. So that mineralization can be checked either it’s continue 

or end of the Present threshold value.  

14. The entire mineral resource of lease area is categorised based on grade of CaO% therefore it 

should be clearly mentioned that the category of mineral shows in 211 may also be come in 

between 111 mineral and it cannot be segregated in field so how it will comes in 211means 

not considered for production. 

15. The mineral which will be blocked in 7.5 meter safety barrier or other barrier and block in 

due to mining benches and which is in the grade of above 41.7% Cao is not shown. 

16. The mineral reserve should be reviewed based on threshold and cutoff and accordingly 

correction to be done.  

17. Para 6.10 Entire lease area is explored in G1 category only upto 242mRL.Futre programme 

of exploration needs to be consider for further depth to check the mineralization as per 

MEMC Rule 2015.As per earlier approved Mining plan letter no 314(3)/2012MCCM 

(CZ)/MP/14 Date 18/03/2013, Annexure -XIII, all the bore hole is closed in the the 

mineralized zone or far above the threshold value of Limestone. 
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18. Para 6.8.3: Details of Sample Analysis: All the six bore hole samples analysised (dated: 

07/07/2017) from the NABL Lab (Annexure -16) shown the result less than 34% CaO and 

higher Silica more than 22%. Form -J needs to be attached as an annexure of these bore holes. 

19. Para 6.8.3: Details of Sample Analysis: Annexure-16 where the 11 samples analysised but 

date of analysis not mentioned. It has to be mentioned. 

20. Para 6.9.1 Parameter of Resource estimation needs to be reviewed based on recently drilled 

three bore holes analysis results. 

21. 13.Para 6.9.4:  Mineral Reserve/Resources as per Geological axis  of UNFC  as on dated 

.../.../2017)  to be furnished.     

22. Mining: The proposal should be given financial yearwise and not as mentioned first year, 

second year, etc. During the inspection and review of document it was observed that more 

that 150 ha. area already excavated and 55 ha. more proposed in next five years for 

excavation. The proposal is given horizontally more and vertical only avg.35 meter depth 

reached (North pit 40 meter & south pit 20 meter). The same should be justified and 

accordingly the excavation proposal should be revised. 

23. A list of mining machinery proposed along with projected norms of performance / output for 

individual main items of equipment/ machinery and allied machinery have not been given. 

24. In reserve Para it is mentioned that the limestone below 41.7 % Cao is not used for 

production and it is blocked reserved and kept in 211 category but during mine visit it was 

observed that there is not subgrade dump and nor it is reflected in surface plan which shows 

that either all the ROM is used or the subgrade material is dumped in waste dump. The same 

should be clarified and accordingly the correction to be done. 

25. The table showing the yearwise production proposal in last column quantity is given under 

subgrade/mineral rejects. The same should be shown with clarity that it is subgrade or 

mineral reject and is there any scientific base/scientific study (by any competent authority) 

for calculation the percentage. 

26. Conceptual Mining Plan: A proper conceptual plan based on the long term design 

parameters of the mine covering all the mining and allied activities has not been furnished. 

All the activities should be furnished with extent of area and quantity involved in the form of 

5 yearly blocks up to the lease period. The plate to be revised accordingly. 

27. Stacking of Mineral reject: In the given Para the quantity of top soil,mineral reject,etc 

yearwise proposal is given but unit of quantity is not mentioned . The correction to be done.  

28. Disaster Management plan: A proper Disaster Management Plan based on the risk 
assessment and clearly indicating the chain of activities along with the name and 

designation of key persons with infrastructure (hospital, fire station, police station, 
etc.) should be furnished. The contact no. of the responsible person to be given. 

29. Financial assurance:  :  The table showing the extent of area for mining and allied activities 

to be considered for computation of financial assurance is also should be shown  in the plate 

as per prescribed format. All the land use activity should be indexed properly including the 

Bore Hole No. Last Run  Details  CaO MgO  

 
For Limestone 
deposit in 

Chhattisgarh CaO 
34% (min) and MgO 

4% (max).IBM 
Notification Nagpur, 
16th October, 2009. 

N-1 (X-1350,Y -750) 29-30 39.87 2.27 

N-2 (X-1200,Y -600) 29-30 42.88 2.04 

N-3 (X-600,Y -600) 29-30 40.47 3.39 

N-4 (X-300,Y -600) 29-30 41.22 3.76 

N-5 (X-150,Y -750) 29-30 41.075 2.012 

N-7 (X-450,Y -1050) 29-30 39.88 2.02 

N-8 (X-1050,Y -1050) 29-30 43.14 1.21 
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mining area and allied activities.  During mine visit it was observed that there is no additional 

area considered as fully reclaimed after approval of last document. The correction to be done 

accordingly.  

Plates: 

30. Plat no.I (key plan): The details of the deficiencies found on the plate are as follows 

(i) The road to be marked with different colour line differentiating whether it is village, public 

road, highway, etc and also it should marked properly in index. 

(ii) The forest area, govt. land, agriculture land, etc should be marked in the plate and also in 

index. The adjacent lease and other things to be shown and index. 

(iii) Co-ordinates of extremities of lease area are not shown in the plan. 

(iv) Wind direction and environmental monitoring station. 

(v) The plate to be indexed properly, different colour code should used for showing different 

features. The index shown is not visible. 

(vi) Population of the villages falling within 5 km radius to be furnished in tabular form. 

The plate should be revised. 

31. Development & Production Plan: The production proposal in South pit is less than 10% of 

North pit; the same should be justified with reference to systematic and scientific mining. The 

method of mining and HEMM used is same in both the pit is same or different to be 

discussed and also the bench parameters, Drilling Blasting, etc.  As mentioned above the 

depth of mineral is not proved therefore all the dump should be mentioned as temporary 

dump until the area is proved non mineralised zone and also no backfilling proposal. 

32. The proposal of development and excavation needs to be given considering pit position at the 

end of present financial year i.e, 31.03.2014. 

33. Geological Plan & section: In geological plan the lithology should be shown and same 

should be indexed properly. In geological plan G1, G2, G3 and G4 scale exploration area 

should be marked properly as per UNFC and Minerals (Evidence and Mineral contents) 

Rules, 2015. There is no future exploration proposed to delineate the ore body below exposed 

level. In most of the section the limestone below brown chocolate limestone not shown and 

UNFC code not index. The dip/strike direction also not shown and neither index. 

34. As per the manual there is no Environment management plan and the proposal related to 

environment should be incorporate in reclamation plan. The environment plan is mentioned 

as environment management plan. The correction to be done. 

35. All the plates should be index properly as the features shown in the plan with the same colour 

code for clarity and signed with date.  

Annexure: 
36. The address proof of nominated owner to be enclosed. 

37. The list of board of directors with address and contact details (phone no., fax, e-mail, etc) to 

be enclosed. 

 

 
 

Rajesh Kumar Das 

Sr.Assistant Controller of Mines 


